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TERM 2 HIGHLIGHTS
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HERZLIA

MORNING TEFILLAH ON ZOOM: Jonah, Grade 2 and Maya Davidson, Grade 4 at Weizmann Primary.
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"On 12 March 2020 our normal changed irrevocably. Herzlia was,
I think, the first school in the country to close and was also the first
school in the country to be offering a full online programme less
than 24 hours later. We had to literally, to use an old adage, "build
the plane while flying it". Yes, we had thought about online lessons,
but never did we think it would become our new normal."

LEARNING IN LOCKDOWN: Liam Blumberg, Grade I Highlands Primary.
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THE UHSAGM
ONZOOM

Our AGM took place online - so indicative of
how different our school days have become.

Herzlia's 80th AGM on Wednesday 20 May 2020
will always be remembered as the one that took
place over Zoom during COVID-19. Chaired by
Matthew Gruzd, it was a very slickly managed
presentation that took place in our High School
Auditorium. Physically present were Matthew,
who presented the Chairman's Report, followed
by Andries van Renssen (Executive Director),
Sharon Levy (Treasurer), David Ginsberg
(Director of Finance and Administration) and a
small technical support crew. Apologies were
received from Geoff Cohen, who was sitting
shivah for the passing of his father.
A highlight of Matthew's presentation was undoubtedly
the awarding of the Chairman's Award 2020 (pictured right
with Andries van Renssen).
"T he Chairman's award honours those who, over a period
of time, have made an extraordinary contribution to the life
and well-being of the greater HERZLIA community, displaying
loyalty, dedication and commitment, embracing and enhancing
the ethos and values of our wonderful school, in one or
more facets of school life. T he recipient should furthermore
be an individual who has, through his or her particular
interest, or area of expertise, made an impact on the lives
of the pupils of Herzlia, while also enhancing the good name
and standing of our school in the eyes of the greater Cape
Town and South African community.
T his award is traditionally awarded to an individual candidate.
2020 has been anything but traditional and I am about to
break tradition once more. In addition, this award is virtual
and the trophy will only be issued post our lockdown.
It is my pleasure to award the 2020 Chairman's Award to
the Herzlia Principals, Teachers and Support Staff - each and
every one of you has stepped up, in previously inconceivable
circumstances, and have continued to deliver the most
outstanding service to our children in the most trying times.
You were great before COV ID-19, you've been through the
crucible and have emerged magnificent!
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T hank you all for your incredible and valued contribution
to the greater Herzlia Community. Congratulations on this,
it is deserved, Mazaltov."

The Herzlia Board of Governors
Voting was not required and the new board was announced.
Matthew Gruzd (Chairman), Sharon Levy (V ice Chairman),
Lear Atie (Treasurer), Brad Carrol, Daniel Bloch, Desiree
Hutchison, Gidon Novick, MartineVogelman, Natalie Barnett,
Tammy Balkin and Tanya Golan; Executive: Andries van
Renssen, David Ginsberg and Geoff Cohen.

Excerpt from the address by Andries van
Renssen (Executive Director)
Andries delivered his address where he likened Herzlia's
voyage to that of a ship sailing through unchartered waters.
Here is an excerpt from his speech:
"So what did I see in my first I 00 days? I see an incredible
community who contributes generously in various ways to
organisations, their people and this school and who are
firmly connected to their past and generations before them.
I see fantastic Matric results. I see committed teachers and
lay leaders, who offer many hours of their time to contribute,
improve and implement. I see strong values and clarity of
understanding of who we are. I see active alumni who speak
proudly about their school from all over the world and are
willing to donate to keep the dream alive. I see a vibrant
student body who is eager to move forward and is hungry
to learn. But this same student body is also the link
at this moment between the past and the future.
I also see them yearning for a more modern, connected,
relevant programme that will equip them for the world they
are facing before them. No longer can they sit in classrooms
at desks facing the front where the lesson is delivered on
a board or a screen, like 80 years ago.

They need learning spaces that are healthier, more connected,
equipped with the right furniture to accommodate various
learning styles and needs.
They need new, different schedules, timetables and
programmes that encourages collaboration, thinking, social
interaction, self-management and research.

This year's recipient is integrally involved in almost every
aspect of school life. Her influence stretches not just to our
pupils but also to all our parents and staff who almost
all, in the most extraordinary ways, have some or other
relationship with her. She always has a smile on her face, a
smile of serenity, of humour and a smile of gentle compassion
and empathy.

They need a curriculum that offers them more than a
university entrance opportunity, but also digital literacy,
innovation and entrepreneurship that is firmly connected
to our environmental reality, physical and mental wellness.

She is one of the few members of the Herzlia staff who has
worked in the Primary, Middle and High Schools and who
has a profound and generous understanding of so many
pupils, staff and parents in our system.

They need assessment methods that facilitates better learning,
not only resulting in a school report or Matric certificate.

In her role as SENCO and Head of Counselling at the High
School she has had a deep and lasting influence in almost
every aspect of our school. T he Teacher of Excellence
Award is awarded to Hayley Rubin.

They need teachers and mentors and systems that
understands that and embraces that.
They need leaders and parents who actively supports that
and they need brave decisions to make this future Herzlia a
reality.
I am committed to offer it my best shot. I am very aware
that this will require some painful decisions and changes and
I am willing to put those on the table and to tackle them.
I am cognisant of the people on this journey with me: my
management team and admin support staff, our principals
and teachers who are currently navigating this blended
teaching environment bravely (under tremendous pressure
and constraints). Our loyal parents who are also frustrated
with our current restrictions. Our loyal donors, alumni,
trustees and board members.
I ask you all to pull together and help us revamp our ship,
so we can leave this 2020 harbour in a stronger position.
Now, more than ever, do we need Menschlichkeit and values
like Leadership, Responsibility and Community, but also
Gratitude, Humility and Compassion.
Even if it means that your support is in the shape of respect,
a positive attitude and trust. We are in this together. Let us
not allow this opportunity to go to waste. Let us remember
Herzlia's 80th year as the one in which we stepped into a
brave new future. A defining moment in our Herzlia history."

The Directors Teacher of Excellence Award is
also handed out at the AGM and this year it was
awar ded to HAYLEY RUBIN, the Head of
Counselling at the High School. The citation
read as follows:
Directors Award: Teacher of Excellence
The Directors Teacher of Excellence award is awarded to
a teacher in the Herzlia system who has been an inspirational
educator, making a huge impact on the day-to-day lives of
the pupils under his/her care and inspiring them to always
give of their best. The award is given to an educator who
genuinely makes a huge difference in the lives of the pupils
and has a positive impact on their lives.
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TEACHER OF EXCELLENCE: Hayley Rubin

I

see an incredible community who

contributes

generously in various ways to organisations, their people
and this school and who are firmly connected to their past
and generations before them. I see fantastic Matric results.
I see committed teachers and lay leaders, who offer many
hours of their time to contribute, improve and implement.
I see strong values and clarity of understanding of who
we are. I see active alumni who speak proudly about their
school from all over the world and are willing to donate
to keep the dream alive. I see a vibrant student body who
is eager to move forward and is hungry to learn.
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A Historic Term Two - A Celebration of Jewish
Life and So Much More.
By Rabbi Sean Cannon
UHS Head of JLL and Campus Rabbi
Wow what a historic term it has been. I think it
is safe to say that for educators and pupils alike,
this has been the most challenging school term
ever. I would like to commend the Herzlia JLL
Department for ensuring our pupils continued
to receive a really top-quality Jewish education
throughout these challenging times. Starting at
Pesach, the JLL Informal Team created an
outstanding website and resource pack, complete
with Seder songs that enabled pupils and parents
to prepare adequately for and enjoy their Pesach
Seders at home.

We introduced Online Tefillah for all Primary Schools to
enable them to continue their davening at home. This past
Motzei Shabbat we will also had an online musical Havda/ah
to close out the Term at 19h30 on Zoom.
Lockdown also saw the start of the #HerzliaDrosh, where
I put out a video twice weekly on various Torah and Jewish
life topics. Our first series dealt with Jewish life cycle
events and how they can be handled during lockdown.
It is our most heartfelt prayer that we can return to a new
normal in Term 3 with far more face to face (or should I say
mask to mask) interaction and delivery of Jewish education,
but we most certainly are grateful for all the fantastic learnings
we have picked up along the journey. Blessings to all and we
wish our entire Herzlia family a restful winter break.

A huge thank you to all our Jewish Life and
Learning teachers who came up with some
incredible virtual events.
We celebrated all the Zionism Yamim during the month of
May with online tekkesim and linking up live connections to
Israel. Our current Highlands bachur, Yedidya, who was
repatriated back to Israel, continued to send out a beautiful
message every Erev Shabbat to the Primary School pupils.
A huge Thank You to all ourJewish Life and Learning teachers
who came up with some incredible virtual events; a Big
Challah Bake, Shavuot activities, Kabbalat Shabbat, Shavuot
Recipe Book Competition, the Torah Thought for the Day
by Shimpa Moch.Virtual Bikkurim appeal, Lag B'Omer Spread
the Light - do a mitzvah, Show us Your Heart - menschlichkeit
values and not to forget, the Herzlia Highlands Primary Yorn
Ha'atzmaut Talent Show.
Shabtai, another of our bachurim, who works as a tour guide
in Jerusalem, led the school on an online guided tour of both
modern and ancientJerusalem to celebrate YomYerushalayim.
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JEWISH LIFE
I &LEARNING

#LockDownleaming #TorahOnline

#HERZLIASO

SHARING
SHABBAT

As part of getting into the Herzlia family spirit of Shabbat,
_

let's invite each other into our homes. Send a photo of your

Shabbat table ta your JLL teacher by no later than 15HOO
on FRIDAY 1 MAY2020,

#HERZLIASO
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SPREAD THE LIGHT ON

LAGB'OMER

simple mitzvah and making someone feel that extra special.

Send your milzvah photos ta tracy@herzlia.com
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The Harzlia PTA invites you to send a Virtual Bildwrim Basket-anyamountfrom R18.
All proceeds will be donated to THE TIKVAH
��K, which dis�(but_es fresh
produce and Kosher non-perishable items to Jewish 1nd1v1duals and families 1n need.
Since the beginning of the COVID-19 crisis, the deman� in our �m�unity has increased
_
and YOU CAN assist by making a donation to our Virtual B1kk.ur1m Basket.
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BANKING DETAILS
Account: Herzlia Middle Sthool PTA
Bank: Nedbank
Account No: 101 0041207
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Programme by simply ernamng your mitzvah photos lo tracy@herzl1a.com

#MAP #Menschlichkeit #Action #LockDownMensch #MenschOnline #Herzlia80

O®O #HERZLIASO
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SHAVUOT

WEDNESDAY 27 MAY 2020
09HOO - 09H20 ON ZOOM
Unlocking Your Potential - Martin Skudicky

A View from The Outside - Rafi Ress

Embracing The New Normal - Tarryn Skudicky
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YOU CAN MAKE A
DIFFERENCE
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#LockDownLeaming #TorahOnline

#SpreadThelight #LagBOmer #Mitzvahlime #Hen:lia80

HERZUA
HIGHLANDS
YOM HA'AlZMAUT
TALENT SHOW
WEDNESDAY
29 APRIL 2020

HEALTlilEW(l?UJ
BY DOING A MITZVAH

SEE YOU
TOMORROW

Spread the light and joy of Lag B'Omer by performin� o
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YOU CAN HELP US TO
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DO ASIMPLEMITZVAH
#HERZLIASO
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Zoom Link: https://herzlia.zoom.us/j/4584765291
Meeting ID: 458 476 5291 Password: Jll

#HERZLIASO

O®O

JOIN US FOR
HAVDALLAH
ONZOOM
I
SATURDAY 13JUNE 2020 19H30
ZOOM LINK WILL BE SENT ON EMAIL & D6
#HERZLIASO

Qzoom
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Herzli� Hit,h School
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Kayla Wilc/c Work in process for Art and Alchemy.
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Jessica Leveton: Work in process for Art and Alchemy exploring fragility of animal life.

Jessica Leveton: Work in process for Art and Alchemy exploring fragility of animal life.
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Alexa Brews: Smoke portrait.

Emma Kibel: Microscopic view of COVID-19 and its impact on
the planet.

Ruby BLachowitz: Underwater.

Ruby Epstein: Crayon portrait.
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Jessica Leveton: Fragility of animal life.
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Jay Barnett: COVID-19.

Ghaim Atash: Daily encounters.

Gia Fanaroff: Simpler times.
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Herzli� Micfcf le School
The New Norm�l

BACK IN THE CLASSROOM: Josef Blaszkiewicz.
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UNUSUAL CLASSMATES: Gil Julian, Grade 7 - Learning with my best friend.

LOCKDOWN LEARNING: Taya Allardice, Grade 9 - Bedroom or classroom?
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ETGAR CHALLENGE: Sam Marks (Grade 7).

GOOGLE CLASSROOM: Aaron Ellman, Grade 8 - Got my coffee and my computer.
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WELCOME BACK: Principal Shane Brorson.

REGISTRATION: Grade 7 pupils register on Day I.

A NEW REALITY: Aidan Raphael adjusts to his new class environment.
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LUNCHTIME: Middle School Grade ls strictly adhere to classroom protocols.

FOCUSED ON SCREEN: Elijah Fisher in the classroom or on Google Ctassroom... or both?
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Google Classroom,
Zoom and more ...
By Mike Ford
Principal Herzlia Highlands
The development of an online, remote
programme of instruction and learning at short
notice, was an unexpected development. And
yet, in a very short time the teachers in each
Grade put together a workable programme that
was implemented. Questions that were
prominent only days before, like "How much
screen time should my child be exposed to?"
were now being replaced with questions about
which online app or platform was the best for
meetings or online teaching.
The fact that so many of our teaching staff had completed
the Google Bootcamp in 2018 was a great advantage.
They were able to base the programme on the Google
platform and utilise Google Classroom as their communication
protocol. The use of other Google features like Google
Meet and Slides were also easy to introduce. Of course the
concept of a Zoom Meeting, that was new to us all, soon
became a common occurrence.The Project Based Learning
(PBL) training that our teachers underwent last year became
even more relevant as skills based projects and assignments
became an important part of the remote curriculum.
What was very noticeable was that the online programme
was not a finite development. The teachers committed
themselves to the process and they continually looked for
new and exciting ways to enhance our programme.
Pictured Le�: Jonah Kahn (Grade 3).
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PESACH ONLINE: Zoe Katz (Grade I) makes a seder plate for her online JLL lesson.
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DINOSAURS ONLINE: Dan Wagenheim (Grade 3) loved learning
all about dinosaurs.

ONLINE IN BED: Erin Jankelowitz (Grade6 ) learning whilst in
the comfort of his bed.

PESACH ONLINE: Cameron Lunsky (Grade I) with the Seder
plate he made for his Hebrew assignment before Pesach.

HEBREW ONLINE: Ella Wagenheim (Grade I) practicing her
Hebrew alphabet.
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THE NEW NORMAL: Sam Dibowitz (Grade 6) entranced in his lesson on Poetry.

THE NEW NORMAL: Grade 6 pupils adapting to a new way of learning at school.
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HAND SANITISER: Mr Ford welcomes pupils back to school.

BLENDED LEARNING: Mrs Shear teachers 'live' online.

ZOOM CLASSROOM: Jessica Carrol (Grade 6) participating in a zoom lesson.
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ZOOM MATHS: Mr S returned to present his weekly Living Maths on Zoom.

ZOOM CLASS: Zoe Aufrichtig, Grade 2.
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An Inspirational Sense of
Community
By Jos Horwitz
Principal Herzlia Constantia
The sense of community, care and cooperation
has inspired and energised us to make learning
happen for our children. During this time of
transformation in teaching and learning, our
teachers and parents have supported our
children to make the adjustment to online
learning while in lockdown.
W ith our country in lockdown we had no option but to
adjust. Herzlia Constantia's teaching team and parents acted
with urgency. We threw ourselves into finding ways to
make this work. For the past 75 days we have worked
together, and we have had good days and very bad days,
however, on the flip side we can be so proud of ourselves
in the manner in which we acted and engaged as together
we tried new tricks, failed and got up and tried even harder,
motivating and encouraging ourselves and our children.

"For the past 75 days we have worked together, and we have had good days
and very bad days, however, on the flip side we can be so proud of ourselves
in the manner in which we acted and engaged as together we tried new
tricks, failed and got up and tried even harder, motivating and encouraging
ourselves and our children."
Mr S returned to present his weekly Living Maths learning
on Zoom and he is a total inspiration for our children.
Titshala Luvo also entered the arena of Zoom to engage
and to teach lsiXhosa as he was missing the interaction with
our children. Amanda and Jeff Murugan, our parents, so
generously shared their love for teaching science online with
our children. Our amazing teachers inspire and challenge
their children every day to make this strange world a safe
and happy place. We prepared wonderful art packs for our
children that they could collect from school and were so
excited to welcome our teachers back on campus with a
care package and tasty homemade bulkas baked by Joyce.
So Herzlia Constantia community, we have so much to feel
grateful for as we continue our quest to bring our children
together, even if it is a staggered return, so each class is able
to see their friends and their teachers and be together for
a few hours at a time.
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ZAMBIA: Kayla Sa/kinder (Grade I) shows the class her project
that she did on Zambia during lockdown.

ARTWORK: Leah Galp (Grade 2) with her interpretation of
History's 20 greatest puppy artworks.

DESIGNING YOUR OWN NOUN: Bella Casey (Grade 2).

LAG B'OMER: Danica Price (Grade 2) spreading the light.
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AMERICA: Zachary Gordon-Davis (Grade I) shows the class his project that he did on America during lockdown.

LEARNING AT HOME: The Bloch family doing the home schooling thing.
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Term Two �eflec
Remote Learning
Foundation Phase
By Jacqui Zacks
T he Foundation Phase teachers have been
impressed with the level of par ticipa tion,
engagement, excitement and quality of the online
learning that has been taking place since the
start of our lockdown.

It has been a delight to see how the children have embraced
their new learning circumstances and become so tech savvy
in such a short time. The relationship between teacher, child
and parent has taken on a new, more enriched dimension.
We have shared our homes, families, lifestyle and even
pets with each other during our Zoom interactions, and so
our engagement feels more like that of a family than
ever before.As a family, we will treasure these memories
of common goals and shared experiences during this
lockdown time.

Online Teaching
Intermediate Phase
By Tammy Myburgh
When we welcomed 2020 in, I believe, most of
us had high hopes and expectations as to how
the year would evolve. We heard phrases like
2020 will be the year of plenty! I do not think
any of us imagined it would be plenty of sanitizer,
face masks and online learning.
As teachers we were filled with anticipation and contentment
in our classrooms and excited to spend the year teaching
our new classes. In mid-March things changed quite
dramatically. We spent a few hours in shock and disbelief
and then, as teachers always make every effort to do, we
started to adapt and make new plans. W ithin a couple of
hours we had implemented Google Classrooms and then
attempted the enormous task of teaching ourselves everything
we could on how to teach online, successfully.
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For some of us this was fairly easy and exciting, for those
less tech savvy, it was terrifying! I think for the majority of
us the biggest hurdle was not being able to physically see
'our children', not be able to give a reassuring hug, calm an
anxious mind and see that look we have come to know
when a child is overwhelmed. We were only able to promise
through a screen that we were here for them and we would
do everything in our power to make online learning as easy
as possible.
We have tried things that have not always worked; we have
learnt through this and we have had great successes too.
These successes are definitely going to be implemented next
year in our 'normal' school programme as they worked so
well and will complement our existing schemes of work.
I know for me, and I am sure the parents out there, one of
the most reassuring things to note is that we are on track
and mostly up-to-date with the curriculum in the Intermediate
Phase. We are very happy with where we are and the tasks,
activities and assessments that we have managed to produce,
as well as the work we have received back from the children.
We have also had to focus on quality rather than quantity
which is always a positive.
The children have been able to learn skills they would not
have been able to, if we had not found ourselves in this
situation.The growth we have seen has been phenomenal;
from personal achievements like independence, maturity and
organisational skills to advanced IT skills and online etiquette.
Children have been able to showcase skills that aren't always
recognised in a 'normal' school day and some have found
a new confidence in this type of learning.

What has been special is that we have
been able to engage with our children
in unique ways and they have been able
to see us in a different light too.This has
further improved the relationship that
teachers and children share, especially
during this lockdown period.
We want to thank our parents for their feedback, help,
patience and support throughout this journey.Together as
a team, we at Herzlia Weizmann, have proven that if we all
work together we can achieve great things. We now look
forward to Term Three!

YOM HA'ATZMAUT: ldan Levitt, Grade 2.
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY ISRAEL: Demi Cassel (Grade 4).
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HAPPY BE WORKING ONLINE:Gabrie/Trope (Grade 3).
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ZOOM ON LINE SESSION: Jade Shmaryahu (Grade 4).

YOM HA'ATZMAUT: Libby Geva (Grade 5).

--

YOM HA'ATZMAUT: Seb Fleischmann (Grade 5).

YOM HA'ATZMAUT: Jayden Stein (Grade 3).
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SHARING SHABBAT: Levi and Noah Herson (Grade 2).

BIG SMILES TO WORKING ONLINE: Zach and Savannah Dibowitz (Grade 6 and Grade 2).
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LOCKDOWN LOVING: Olivia Jaffe (Grade 3) learning with her furry friend.
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Yom Ha'atzmaut at A/on Ashe/ Pre-Primary: Jake Bernstein (Gr R) and his brother, Ricky (Playgroup).
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ALON ASHEL: Ava Saban (Toddler Group) busy sorting co/ours.

ALON ASHEL: Riley Resnekov (Playgroup) says it with a smile.

ALON ASHEL: Maxx Goldstein admires his artwork.

ALON ASHEL: Anna Sher (Grade R) is delighted with her creation.
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GAN AVIV: Amelie Duveen from Gan Aviv taking part in the daily Zoom story time.

GAN AVIV: Lex Ginsberg enjoyed learning all about transport.
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GAN AVIV: Leah Douglas interacting with her teacher on Zoom.

GAN AVIV: Sophia and Harrison Carr getting creative and working together at home.
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messy.

GAN AVIV: Ethan Blumberg proudly shows his marble painting.

GAN AVIV: Leah Douglas loving getting

GAN AVIV: Amelie Duveen's beautiful artwork inspired by the
story 'The Rainbow Fish'.

GAN AVIV: Ezra and Seraphine Zive enjoying Zoom Storytime.
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KEREM: Ethan Quy (Middle Group) so beautifully colours in the tablets of the Ten Commandments.

KEREM: Rebecca Rawlins (Toddler Group) makes a lovely garland for Shavuot using autumn leaves and freshly picked flowers
from her garden.
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KEREM: William Watson (Middle Group) shows us his brilliant
box construction creation.

KEREM: Jacob Morley (Gr R) paints a gorgeous picture using
various things such as pegs, sponges, feathers and twigs.

KEREM: Gia Sa/kinder (Toddler group) enjoys sorting her shapes.

KEREM: Snack time can be fun and healthy as Oliver Gottschalk
(Middle Group) shows us his salad snail.
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Sport at Herzlia
During Lockdown
ByTina Brenzel
Trying to teach children via the internet
is a challenge in itself, but trying to keep
the PE and extra mural programme alive
is almost next level.
The sports heads, includingTanya Steyn
and Kim Brorson, took the challenge to
keep sport alive at Herzlia.

•·

In the Primary Schools the Sports Heads took either Zoom
lessons or managed to send out weekly PE classes via the
Google Classroom platform.
Jonny, Cindy and I made daily videos which included CrossFit
type exercise regimes, agility exercises and stretching regimes.
These were posted on the Google Classroom. The Middle
and High school pupils were also given some live Netball
and Soccer drills thanks to Ben Vogelman who very kindly
shared his daily soccer drills and Tanya and Kim who put
some fabulous Netball drills together during live sessions.
During PE the pupils were given various tasks which involved
some research - completing a daily food diary and the effect
food has on emotions. Furthermore, they researched certain
muscle groups identifying their origin, insertion and action.
From this they then had to put an exercise regime together
to show how these muscles could be trained.
We also created some Inter-House Challenges which will
earn the pupils points for their house. These included the
'Keepy-Uppy' Challenge, 'The ToiletpaperVideo' Challenge
and even an lnter-Herzlia Online Chess Tournament which
Highlands Primary won.

I went right back to my childhood
days and made videos that taught
kids Hopscotch, Skipping, Musical
Chairs and Elastic.
W ith lots of luck we will be able to resume with
PE classes and some form of extra murals at the start of
the Third Term.
At the end of the Second Term the Middle School held their
Sports Award Assembly on Zoom - certainly a first in the
last 80 years at Herzlia. Mazaltov to all our winners!
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GETTY IMAGE CHALLENGE - CARLOSVALDERRAMA: Adam Rabinowitz celebrates 30 years since Carlos Valderrama
graced the 1990 FIFA World Cup for Colombia.

MacBookAir
ONLINE PE: Herzlia Constantia Grade 3 PE lesson with Mr Smith.
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ONLINE GYM:Wil/iam Watson (Kerem, Middle Group) loves Steven's Zoom Ball skill lessons on the big screen.
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MENSCHL/CHKEIT IN ACTION: Gabi Balkin representing the Middle School CAG and Sports Department hands over the I 00 face
masks to Jacob Mfini from Mokomo Primary School in Langa.

ON THE BALL: Benjamin (Grade 3) and Jacob (Grade I) Datnow doing online PE.
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SWIMMING
JUNIOR
HONOURS

MIDDLE SCHOOL SPORTS ASSEMBLY: Matthew Carrol - Junior Honours.

SENIOR GIRLS
TENNIS
MERIT
AWARDS
• Keren Shear
• Tyler Jacobson
• Sabrina Katz

MIDDLE SCHOOL SPORTS ASSEMBLY: S enoir Girls Tennis - Merit Awards.
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U14 BOYS
WATER POLO
MERIT AWARDS
• Adam Merris • Leo Miller
• Kyle Harcombe. Levi Datnow
• Judd Jocum
• Liam Chin
• Daniel Nathan • Noah Arelisky
• Ethan Werb

• Matthew Grevler

• Gabriel Spiro • Joshua Heilbron
• Jacob Maraney
• Jonah Lustig
MIDDLE SCHOOL SPORTS ASSEMBLY: U 14 Boys Water Polo - Merit Awards.

U13 BOYS
CRICKET
MERIT AWARDS
MIDDLE SCHOOL SPORTS ASSEMBLY: U 13 Boys Cricket - Merit Awards.
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MAKING HISTORY: The ffrst ever online UHS AGM was broadcast on the ZOOM digital platform #HERZLIAB0.
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